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Abstract. We consider a novel approach to high-level robot task execution for
a robot assistive task. In this work we explore the problem of learning to pre-
dict the next subtask by introducing a deep model for both sequencing goals
and for visually evaluating the state of a task. We show that deep learning for
monitoring robot tasks execution very well supports the interconnection between
task-level planning and robot operations. These solutions can also cope with the
natural non-determinism of the execution monitor. We show that a deep execution
monitor leverages robot performance. We measure the improvement taking into
account some robot helping tasks performed at a warehouse.
1 Introduction
In this paper, we present a novel approach to model high-level robot task execution. An
execution monitor is a real-time decision process, which amounts to choosing at each
step of the execution the next subtask and deciding whether the current task succeeded
or failed [12,34]. A real-time execution monitor involves plan inference, verification of
the current robot state, and choice of next goal state.
Several authors, in the planning community, have explored hierarchical task net-
works (HTN) (see for instance [10]) and hierarchical goal networks (HGN) (see for
example [44]) to provide a way of sequencing a suitable decision process [2] at the
correct level. However, both HTN and HGN require that these decisions are stacked a
priory in the network, putting on the designer the burden to provide a task decomposi-
tion, for each task.
In this paper we overcome these difficulties by integrate two deep models to predict
next state choice. The first model is a DCNN, identifying the objects in the scene and
supporting recognition of relations holding at the current execution time. The second
is a sequence to sequence model (seq2seq) [46] with attention [3,31,30] inferring a
plausible next robot world-state given the current world-state. The interplay between
the two models and classical planning grounds the specification of a world-state. The
execution monitor manages the interaction amid the models at execution time. This is
a very preliminary contribution, considering only the high-level robot decisions. Direct
robot control is managed by state charts [49].
Main idea and contribution In this paper we address a vision-based deep execution
monitor (VDEM) for robot tasks. The main idea is the introduction of a robot learning
model to predict the next goal from the current one, verifying the preconditions and
effects of the currently executed action. Preconditions and effects are specified in a
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Fig. 1. The schema above presents the flow of information managed by the deep execution mon-
itor (VDEM) for the task bring the spray bottle to the technician. While the robot observes the
scene, the state is built by the detected relations, restricted according to what is required by the
current planner. The VDEM queries the vision system to both verify the preconditions for ac-
tion to be executed, and the realization of the action effects. A plan library (see e.g. [22] for a
reference) provides background knowledge in a symbolic language. The seq2seq model learns
to predict goal-states, according to the specific task and current state, and it is invoked by the
VDEM whenever a new goal state is required.
symbolic language. Whether they hold or not at a state can be determined by the robot
vision. The robot monitors the states of its execution by linking the symbolic language
with the vision interpretation, such that the objects in the scene are the terms of the
symbolic language, and the relations are the predicates. The next goal state is inferred
by associating to each goal described by some plan in the plan library, the goal which
is the most plausible successor state. Therefore, given that X is a goal descriptions,
and Y is the next goal description, the seq2seq model infers P (Y |X). A description
is formed by the predicates and terms verified by vision, which form the current robot
world-state. The seq2seq model is formed by an encoder fed by token of the symbolic
language, an attention mechanism that pairs each description with the task, which is a
sort of memory of the goals concerned with such a task, and a decoder, which infer the
most likely successor state.
Though recent approaches [27,1,55,33,54] have considered vision based execution,
our approach is novel in combining vision based execution with next step prediction,
binding the planning symbolic languages with visual instances. The binding allows the
execution monitor to generate a state merging vision and planning feedbacks. Further-
more, the approach provides both depth and location for relations recognition to cope
with the task dynamics.
We tested the framework at a warehouse with a humanoid robot, described in the
experiment section, see Section 6. We provide ablation of the execution monitor func-
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tionalities to experiment the robotic performance and the advantages of the proposed
vision based deep execution monitor.
2 Related Work
Vision based robot execution The earliest definitions of execution monitoring in non-
deterministic environments were introduced by [12,34]. Since then an extraordinary
amount of research has been done to address the nondeterministic response of the en-
vironment to robot actions. Several definitions of execution monitoring are reported in
[38]. For high-level robot tasks, a review of these efforts is given in [24]. The role of
perception in execution monitoring was already foreseen in the work of [9]. Likewise,
recovery from errors that could occur at execution time was already faced by [51]. De-
spite this foresight, the difficulties in dealing with scene recognition have directed the
effort toward models managing the effects of actions such as [48,4], allowing to execute
actions in partially observable environments, similarly as in [5],[15,13]. On the other
hand, different approaches have studied learning policies for planning as in [28] and
also for decision making, in partially observable domains [18]. Vision based planning
has been studied in [55]. These approaches did not consider execution monitor and the
duality between perception and learning. Likewise despite facing the integration of ob-
servations in high-level monitor [23,32] did not use perception for verifying the current
state, which is crucial for both monitoring and further decision learning.
Relations recognition in videos Relations in videos dynamically change, in the sense
that the configuration of the involved objects is altered according to the robot vantage
points. Recently a number of approaches have studied spatial relations and their ground-
ing, such as [16,29,8,42]. Among them, only [16] faces the problem from the point of
view of robot task execution. There are also recent contributions concerned with hu-
man activity recognition and human-objects interaction studying the problem regarding
human dynamics such as [36,43,52,54], and [50], here in particular for container and
containee relations. Although these latter approaches consider both videos and 3D ob-
jects they do not face general relations amid objects. The main difficulty seems that of
recognizing relations in a complex scenario without overloading the perceptual scene,
namely what the robot has to infer from the scene. To this end, and also to maintain real
time execution, we rely on the execution monitor querying the visual interpretation at
each current state about the existence of specific relations. Relations computation ex-
ploits approximate depth estimation within the object bounding box. To obtain this good
performance we use DCNN trained on different classes of models, which are retrieved
by the execution monitor, and the active features of the recognized objects, involved in
the relation, to estimate the object depth.
Sequence to sequence models and next step prediction Sequence to sequence mod-
els (seq2seq)[47] are made of two networks, one for processing the input and a sec-
ond network generating the output, in an encoder-decoder configuration. They have
shown an excellent performance in several sequence prediction problems especially in
machine translation, image captioning and even in high-level decision processing. In
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planning problems, [25] have proposed recently QMDP-Net combining POMDP and
LSTM to obtain a neural network architecture under partial observability. They applied
their model to 2D grids to cope with 2D path planning. While we do not know of other
approaches to execution monitor and high-level planning with seq2seq architecture,
LSTM have been used for path planning, while [17] show that their CMP approach to
navigation outperforms LSTM. The introduction of an attention mechanism [3,31,30]
has improved sequence to sequence models essentially for neural translation and also
for image captioning. Attention mechanisms for robot execution have been studied in
[35], and here in particular we base our approach on the attention mechanism to exploit
the task context.
The problem of predicting next step has not yet faced with seq2seq models. An ap-
proach to driving the focus of attention to the next useful object has been introduced by
[14]. On the other hand [7] have designed a new public database including annotations
also for the next action, which is relevant for execution monitor, where prediction of
next state can take advantage of surrounding people actions.
3 Deep execution monitoring
In this section we give an overview of the execution monitor (VDEM) altogether, pro-
viding at the end of the section the main algorithms.
Preliminaries on the environment and the tasks We consider robot assistive tasks
related to maintenance activities at a warehouse. The robot language L is defined by
atoms, which are formed by predicates taking terms as arguments. Terms, can be either
variables or constants, and they are instantiated by the objects that the robot identify in
the environment. Likewise, predicates are the relations the robot is able to identify in
the environment. Predicates take also indexed terms denoting the frame as arguments.
The robot language L is extended with meta terms denoting task, hence L ∪ {T}Ki=1.
Where Ti is a sentence specifying a task. Tasks sentences are, for example, pass the
brush and the cloth to the technician, help the technician to hold the guard. Therefore
a task sentence is expressed in natural language, and the execution of a task requires a
number of actions to be performed, for both controlling the robot visual process and the
robot motion. These actions are specified by plans collected into the plan library.
V isionOn(robot, t0) ∧ Free(robot hand, t0),
Detected(brush, t1) ∧Detected(ladder, t1) ∧On(brush, ladder, t1),
At(robot, ladder, t2) ∧Holding(robot hand, brush, t3),
Detected(technician, t3) ∧ CloseTo(robot, technician, t3),
Detected(technician hand, t4) ∧Holding(technician hand, brush, t4)∧
Free(robot hand, t4)
(1)
Plans and plan library Let us assume that the execution of a task requires the execu-
tion of n plans, where each plan specifies a number of actions.
A plan library is a collection of actions. In a plan library, each plan defines all the
actions needed to achieve a goal of a part of a task, by a suitable axiomatization. For
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example, to grasp an object the robot needs to be close to the object, which is a partial
task.
A plan is formed by a problem specifying the initial state and a goal, defined in the
propositional Planning Domain Definition Language (pddl), and by a domain providing
an axiomatization of actions, which is first-order pddl with types and equality. Plans,
therefore, form the background knowledge of the robot about what is needed for an
action to be performed.
A state s, with respect to an action a, is formed by either the preconditions for
executing a or by the effects of a execution. When s is a goal state this is the goal
of the problem. To simplify the presentation here we assume that the preconditions
and effects are conjunctions of binary or unary atoms, and a state can be reduced to
s =
∧
iRi(νi1, . . ., νik, t), where (νi1, . . ., νik), k >= 1, are ground terms. Plan infer-
ence amounts to deduce the goal of the problem, given the starting state. A goal of a
problem is, for example, At(robotHand, table), requiring to search where the table is,
and reaching it.
To facilitate inference, the set of actions axiomatized in a plan domain are parti-
tioned into actions that affect the state of the world (like moving objects around) and
ecological actions, which affect only the state of the robot. Ecological actions are for
example search, verify vision, turn head, look up, look down. A plan is formed
by at most a single action that can affect the world and by a number of ecological ac-
tions. This allows to partition the terms of the plan into terms denoting the world, with
their types hierarchy, and terms related to the robot representation, requiring appropriate
measures, for vision and motion control.
The plan library is the collection of all plans needed for the assistive tasks and it
is generated together with the maintenance experts to cope with the foreseen assistive
tasks, hence the hypothesis is that: for all foreseen tasks there exists a sequence of goals
factoring them.
Task factorization Given a task, factorization amounts to decompose the task into
plans, which are supposed to belong to the plan library. Task factorization is crucial
for a number of issues. It avoids useless combinations of unrelated groups of objects, it
limits the inference of a goal just to the involved objects, it ensures a high flexibility in
robot execution, and allows to easily recover from failures. A top down factorization,
such as HTN [10] or HGN [44], might be too costly to be achieved in real-time, and
also might not be able to take care of the state resulting after the execution of the n-th
plan. An incongruence would require, in fact, to search backward for a previous reliable
state.
The solution we propose here is to learn to predict the next goal, given the current
goal state. In this way, given a task and its initial state goal, a successor state goal can
be predicted after the success of the current goal state is confirmed.
Execution The execution monitor loops over the following operations: 1) get the next
goal; 2) identify the plan for the given goal; 3) forward the inferred actions to the state
charts [49], as soon as the preconditions are satisfied, according to the vision process;
4) verify the effect of the inferred actions; 5) if the current plan goal is obtained ask the
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Algorithm 1: Vision based deep execution monitor
Input: Current task T , plan Π , current state s, plan library LibΠ
Output: end-task T
1 while not end-task do
2 ifΠ 6= ∅ and s = ∧Ni Ri(ν, a) then
3 (α, bounding box, depth):=query vision(s)
4 if α = True then
5 if s goal of Π then
6 Π:=query seq2seq(T , s, LibΠ)
7 else
8 Continue Π
9 else
10 Return end-task T
11 ifΠ = ∅ and s = start(T , s0) then
12 Π:=query seq2seq(T , s, LibΠ)
13 ifΠ 6= ∅ and s = goal(T ) then
14 Return end-taskT
Algorithm 2: Query seq2seq
Input: seq2seq model, plan library LibΠ , current task T , current state s
Output: subplan Π
1 Compute seq2seq output with input (T , s) and choose the goal state sg maximizing:
p(sg|s, T )
2 Search in LibΠ best match Π with ν, {R}Mi , mentioned in sg , goal of Π
3 Return Π
Algorithm 3: Query Vision
Input: video-stream at current time lapse ti:ti+n, DCNN modelsM1, . . .,Mk, current
state s, thresholds µ, τ
Output: Boolean
1 s =
∧N
i Ri(ν, a)
2 Compute bounding boxes in video-stream using modelsM1, . . .,Mk
3 Segment objects in depth images in video-stream for each ν ∈ ν (Section 4)
4 if confidence(ν) > µ then
5 Compute Ri, i=1, . . .N
6 else
7 while time lapse T < τ do
8 Search for missed ν ∈ ν
9 if T ≤ τ then
10 Return True, bounding box for ν, depth
11 else
12 Return (False,{},−1)
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Terms in robot language for detected objects 
Only terms in relations required to assess preconditions and effects are instantiated
Predicates in robot language for relations detected on segmented objects
Fig. 2. Objects detected in the scene observed by the robot, while it is executing its task, are terms
of the robot language. Only relations needed by the planner and queried by the VDEM to vision
are considered and instantiated with detected terms.
seq2seq model to infer next goal and go to 2) else continue with the current plan. The
execution, illustrated in Figure 1, is resumed in Algorithms 1,2,3.
Note, therefore, that according to the algorithms the seq2seq model is called only if
the current state is either a goal of the current plan, just concluded, or the start state of
a task. Note that in case of failure a new task T ′ can be recovered from last successful
state.
4 Vision Interpretation
As highlighted in the previous section, the execution monitor gets from the current plan
the state to be verified in the form of a conjunction of atoms, and query the vision
interpretation to assess if the current state holds. An example is shown in Figure 2.
To detect both objects and relations we have trained Faster R-CNN [40] on Ima-
geNet [26], Pascal-VOC [11] dataset, and with images taken on site. We have trained 5
models to increase accuracy, obtaining a detection accuracy above 0.8. The good accu-
racy is also due to a confidence value measured on a batch of 10 images, taken at 30fps,
simply computing the most common value in the batch and returning the sampling mean
accuracy for that object.
The model is called according to the state request. For example, ifOn(brush, ladder)
is requested from the plan state, the execution monitor asks the vision interpretation to
call the models for brush and ladder first and for On relation for all the found terms,
after. Though the main difficult part is searching the objects and the relations, we shall
not discuss this here.
To infer spatial-relations we have introduced a look-up table for the definition of
each relation of interest for the assistive task. The relations require the depth within
the bounding boxes of each object denoted by the queried terms. Depth is crucial in
the warehouse environment, because objects at different distances appear within the
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bounding box of an object, as shown in the first image of Figure 2. There is, indeed
a tradeoff between using MaskRCNN [19] and Faster. With Mask we have the depth
segmentation immediately, by projecting the mask on the RGBD image, but objects of
the warehouse need to be manually segmented. On the other hand Faster using Imagenet
offers a huge amount of data, but depth needs to be obtained. In this version of our work
we considered Faster R-CNN [40] and did a local segmentation by clustering.
We have first trained a non-parametric Bayes model to determine for each object of
interest the number of feature classes. To this end, we estimate a statistics of the active
features with dimension 38×50×512, taken before the last pooling layer, at each pixel
inside the recognized object bounding box (here we are referring to VGG, though we
have considered also ZF, see [53,45]). Once the number of classes for each object is
established we have trained a normal mixture model on the selected feature classes for
each object, resulting in a probability map that a pixel belongs to the specific class of
the object.
During execution, as the object is known, we choose the learned parameters for the
model to estimate a probability that the pixel in the bounding box belongs to the object.
The distribution on the bounding box is projected onto the depth map and a ball-tree
is built using only the pixels with a probability greater than a threshold (we used 0.7).
Using unsupervised nearest neighbor, checking the distance, a resulting segmentation
is sufficiently accurate for the task at hand. Depth is considered relative to the robot-
camera. See Figure 2.
Having the depth, the relations are established, a reference are the spatial relations
based on the connection calculus [6], though here distance and depth play a primary
role, which are not considered in [6]. To establish the relation amid n ≤ 3 objects
we consider the distance first (within a moving visual cone with vertex the center of
projection) and further the other properties consistently with the connection calculus
and its 3D extensions (see [41]). See Section 6 for an overview of the relations and the
accuracy on the recognition.
5 The seq2seq architecture for deep monitoring
As gathered in previous sections the robot is given a high level task specified by a
sentence, such as help the technician to support the guard. The objective, here, is to
find the sequence of plans, in the plan library, ensuring the task to succeed. We have
seen that relevant steps to this end are the definition of states, which are conjunctions
of literals, inferred by the plans and verified by the vision interpretation to hold before
or after the robot executes an action.
We have also introduced the notion of goal state as the state of a plan problem in
which the goal holds. When a goal state is achieved, task execution requires to predict
the next goal, in so ensuring to progress in the accomplishment of the assigned task.
We show that a sequence to sequence architecture is effective for mapping a cur-
rent goal state, expressed as a conjunction of literals into a new goal state, where it is
intended (see Section 3) that the predicted goal is a goal of some plan in the plan library.
A sequence to sequence system mapping a state of the robot into a new state is
a network modeling the conditional probability p(Y |X) of mapping a source state
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x1, . . . , xn into a target state y1, . . . , ym. The encoder-decoder is made of two ele-
ments: an encoder which transform the source into a representation S and a decoder
generating one target item at a time, so that the conditional probability is [30]:
log p(y|x) =
m∑
j=1
log p(yj |y1, . . . yj−1, S) (2)
We define an input state as a set of tokens belonging to the extended robot language
L ∪ {T}Ki=1 with L the language including terms (denoting objects in the scene) and
predicates, denoting relations in the scene, and with Ti a task sentence. Given an input
state s = (u1, . . . , un), this is initially mapped into a low dimensional vector x. With
x = W s, where W is the embedding matrix, which is fine-tuned during the training of
the seq2seq model.
Given the encoded sequence x and the true output sequence y, encoded as well,
the goal is to learn how they match in order to predict, at inference time, the correct y′
given the input s′.
Attention [3], [39] has become, recently a hot topic for measuring similarities and
dissimilarities between input and output sequences, according to the specific objective
of the mapping. For example, while in neural machine translation (NMT) alignment can
be quite relevant, in the case of a new state prediction alignment is not really relevant
while the task at hand it is, since a new goal is looked for while a specific task is
executed. In general attention computes the relevance of each token in the encoded
sequence with respect to the true encoded sequence y via a function ϕ(xi,y), which
returns a score whose distribution, via a softmax function, determines the relevance of
each token in x with respect to the encoded output y. This can be expressed as the
expectation of a token given the distribution induced by the score:∑
p(z = i|x,y)xi (3)
Where p(z = i|x,y) is the distribution induced by the softmax applied to the score
given to each token xi, with z the indicator of the encoded input tokens. In the literature
different score function have been proposed, e.g. additive or multiplicative [3,31]:
ϕ(xi,y) = w
>σ(W (1)xi +W (2)y) (additive)
ϕ(xi,y) = 〈W (1)xi +W (2)y)〉 (multiplicative) (4)
Where W (i) are learned weights. In our case we have two basic structures, the task
sentence and the sequence of atoms. We have also specific separators: for the atoms
〈eoa〉, for the end of task sequence 〈ets〉 and for the end of the state description 〈eos〉.
The attention mechanism required here needs to score the compatibility of each atom,
namely a subsequence of the output sequence y, with the task and with each input token.
For example we expect that in the context of the task pass the brush to technician the
output subsequence Hold, technician, brush has an encoding similar to Hold, robot,
brush while this is not true in the context of the task help the technician to hold the
guard, in which the correct subsequence would be On, table, brush.
To this end we formulate the input and output embedded sequences in terms of
subsequences τx = (τx1 , . . . τ
x
K) and τ
y = (τy1 , . . . , τ
y
m), using both the 〈eoa〉 and
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〈ets〉, in order to compute the weights of the attention mechanism. Weights are learned
by a dense layer taking as input the concatenation of the previous predicted τyt−1, from
the decoder, the embedded task, which is always τy1 , and the previous hidden state of
the decoder. The weights for each τ form a matrix, hence we obtain:
ϕ(τxi , τ
y) =W>σ(W (1)τxi +W
(2)τy) (5)
Finally, following the softmax application, we have a prediction of the importance of
each token of the encoder according to the ’context’ atom and according to the task.
Thus we have p(z = i|τxi , xi, τy), which is a vector of the dimension of τxi . This is the
probability that a subsequence, namely an atom, is relevant for the current task and the
predicted sequence. Then the output is obtained as the expectation over all the atoms:
s =
∑
p(z = i|τxi , xi, τy)τxi (6)
We can note that in (6) also words are made pivotal, since the probability is a vector.
For example, in case the task is bring the brush to the technician, the brush is a pivotal
word, and the context will most probably imply that the mapping of the predicate Hold
is from Hold(robotHand, brush) to Hold(technician, brush) and the task sentence
triggers attention to both the term brush and the relation Hold.
Data Collection for the seq2seq model The robot vocabulary is formed by 18 unary
predicates, 13 binary predicates and 42 terms. We build the Herbrand Universe from
predicates and terms, obtaining a language of more than 35k atoms. Elements of the
language are illustrated in Figure 3.
A number of the atoms does not respect the type hierarchy, which is defined in
pddl, therefore are deleted from the language. Finally we have grown all the goal states
provided in the plan library up to 20k states.
Some of the predicates from the whole set are listed in Table 1, detailing the recog-
nition ability of the vision interpretation. We should note that a number of predicates
concerns the robot inner state, such as for example VisionOn or the head and body
positions, which are not listed in Table 1.
6 Experiments and results
Experiments setup Experiments have been done at a customer fulfillment center ware-
house, under different conditions in order to test different aspects of the model. To
begin with, all experiments have been performed with a humanoid robot, created at
the High Performance Humanoid Technologies Lab (H2T). The robot has two 8-DoF
torque-controlled arms, two 6-DoF wrists, two underactuated 5-finger hands, a holo-
nomic mobile base and 2-DoF head with two stereo camera systems and an RGB-D
sensor. The Asus Xtion PRO live RGB-D camera has been mounted on the robot head
to provide the video stream to the visual system and ran the VDEM on two of the com-
puters mounted on the robot. We dedicated one to the planning and management of
the execution and another one, equipped with an Nvidia Titan GPU, to ran the visual
stream. Robot control is interfaced with the VDEM via the state charts [49].
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Results for the visual stream We trained the visual stream system using images taken
from the ImageNet dataset, Pascal VOC, as well as images collected inside the ware-
house by the RGB-D camera of the robot. Most of the objects, indeed, are specific of
the warehouse and cannot be found in public databases. The relations considered were
essentially those relevant to the maintenance tasks (see Table 1). To train the DCNN
models we split the set of images in training and validation sets with a proportion of
80%-20%. We trained a number of different models for the different types of objects,
and we performed 70000 training iterations for each model on a PC equipped with 2
GPUs. The visual stream has been tested under different conditions, in a standalone tests
and during the execution of different tasks. The accuracy has been computed consider-
ing the batch of 10 images, accuracy of objects recognition and relations recognition is
shown in Table 1, evaluating accuracy and ablation study specifically for relations.
Mean average precision mAP for object detection is 0.87 and localization in depth
is 0.98 accurate up to 3 meters.
Predicate Full BB masks no prior no shape no depth
CloseTo 89% 79% 82% 79% 72% 49%
Found 95% 85% 81% 85% 80% 61%
Free 91% 86% 91% 86% 83% 68%
Hold 88% 72% 82% 75% 74% 56%
Inside 87% 64% 78% 71% 65% 57%
On 96% 77% 85% 79% 78% 65%
InFront 95% 81% 85% 84% 83% 63%
Left 95% 81% 88% 85% 86% 72%
Right 91% 79% 88% 79% 80% 61%
Under 88% 76% 69% 79% 76% 59%
Behind 81% 78% 78% 76% 79% 61%
Clear 82% 75% 80% 73% 73% 60%
Empty 83% 72% 78% 79% 68% 61%
Average 89% 77% 83% 79% 77% 62%
Table 1. Accuracy and ablation study of predicate grounding. Legend: BB: bounding boxes only,
masks: segmentations masks only, no prior: without use of distance no shape: without use of
shape properties no depth: without use of depth.
Results of the seq2seq We used for the seq2seq network the encoder decoder structure
with LSTM [21], in particular a multilayer bidirectional LSTM for the encoder. The
maximum input sentence length is set to 17 predicates and a task, which is equivalent
to 72 words among relations and terms. The embedding layer transforms the index
encoding of every word in the input into a vector of size 20, the encoder then uses a
bidirectional LSTM and an LSTM to transform the input question in a vector of size
10. This vector is repeated 3 times, as the length of output sentence and then it is fed
to the decoder network. A fully connected layer is then applied to every time sequence
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Empty(floor)
Empty(technician)
Empty(toolbox)
Equal(door,floor)
Equal(door,monitor)
Faraway(guard)
Faraway(ladder)
Found(cloth)
Found(door)
Found(mesh)
Found(rubberBand)
Found(screwdriver)
Found(table)
Free(brush)
Free(cloth)
Free(spanner)
Free(wire)Hold(technician,door)
Hold(technician,table)
InFront(brush,screwdriver)
Inside(hexKey,hexKey)
Left(guard,guard)
On(robotHand,cloth)
On(robotHand,hexKey)
On(robotHand,spotlight)
Open(metalBar) Open(toolbox)
Open(wire)
Right(rubberBand,guard)
Right(rubberBand,ladder)
Under(mesh,floor)
Under(mesh,robotHand) Under(mesh,sprayBottle)
Above(monitor,ladder)
Above(monitor,panel)
Above(monitor,pole)
Above(monitor,robot)
At(sprayBottle,brush)
At(sprayBottle,hexKey)
At(sprayBottle,mesh)
At(sprayBottle,table)
At(sprayBottle,wire)
Below(spanner,door)Below(spanner,pole)
Below(spanner,robotHand)
Below(spanner,spotlight)
Below(spanner,sprayBottle)
Below(spanner,table)
Below(spanner,wire)
Busy(door)
Busy(floor)
Busy(hexKey) Busy(monitor)
Busy(rubberBand)
Busy(screwdriver)
Busy(toolbox)
Busy(wire)
Clear(diverter)
Clear(door)
Clear(hexKey)
Clear(panel)
CloseTo(robot,chair)
CloseTo(robot,monitor)
Fig. 3. Accuracy plot at variable number of predicates in the input sequence, considering the
first combination, the first three and, finally with attention. On the right a cloud representation
of the robot language expressed in the form of an Herbrand Universe, namely, all predicates are
instantiated with all terms.
returned and then it is passed to a softmax activation layer. The attention function is
modeled by a fully connected two layers network.
The seq2seq training uses the Categorical Cross Entropy loss and Adam as an op-
timizer using batches of 5 sequences for a total of 100 epochs. The total size of the
dataset is of 20 thousand sequence pairs.
The accuracy, calculated as the percentage of correct prediction made on a test set
extracted from the dataset is used to evaluate the training results. The measurement
is done under three different hypotheses. First we considered only the best combina-
tion, then we considered the first three combinations, randomly changing the length
of the input sequences, finally we considered the accuracy under the local attention
model. As shown in Figure 3 we vary the number of predicates from one to nineteen,
which is equivalent to a sequence length varying from 4 to 72 considering both rela-
tions and terms. It is possible to see that initially the accuracy increases as the amount
of atoms increases, this is caused by the fact that with more than one atom the sequence
is more specific and characteristic. The maximum accuracy is reached at seven atoms
with 94,2% of accuracy for the first combination and 97,9% using the first three. After
this point the accuracy starts to decrease with the increase of the atoms in the input
sequence. On the other hand we can note that by adding the attention mechanism the
accuracy keeps high also with a large number of atoms.
Experiments of the VDEM framework at warehouse In this section, we report the
results of the experiments carried out with the VDEM deployed on the humanoid robot
inside the warehouse. In the absence of other frameworks to make a comparison with,
we perform a comprehensive ablation study. Table 2 shows the results. We identify the
components of our framework with: PL = Planning, Ex = Execution, M = Monitoring
(Visual Stream), GPr = Goals Prediction (LSTM). Furthermore, we indicate with Kn
the complete knowledge of the world.
The experiments were performed on 5 tasks: remove panel, support panel, clean
diverter, bring object, find object. Snapshots taken from two of these tasks are shown in
Figure 4. Each task was executed 50 times for assessing the accuracy, excluding failures
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Fig. 4. Recognition during tasks execution. The sequence shows the detection of guard(panel),
handle and its manipulation to lower it helping the technician to hold the guard for inspecting the
rollers. The involved relations are At,Hold, InFront, On, and CloseTo.
Table 2. Accuracy and average execution time according to task and configuration.
PL + Ex + Kn PL + Ex + M PL + Ex + M + GPr
Task 1 540 s 135 s 135 s
Task 2 260 s 70 s 70 s
a. ex. time Task 3 596 s 147 s 147 s
Task 4 477 s 121 s 121 s
Task 5 x 52 s 52 s
Task 1 23 72 81
Task 2 52 78 80
accuracy (%) Task 3 24 68 79
Task 4 26 75 86
Task 5 x 85 93
caused by the robot controllistic part (grasping failure, platform movement error, etc).
The tasks have been tested for each framework configuration, making 750 total exper-
iments. Note that for Task 5, there are no values related to the first configuration. This
is because this task intrinsically requires perceptive and search skills, which can not be
tested in the first configuration.
14 Authors Suppressed Due to Excessive Length
Starting from the PL + Ex + Kn case, the framework is tested with the FastDown-
ward(FD) [20] based planning system and the execution component. FD was adopted as
it proved to be the fastest among the other planners that were considered, i.e. POMDP
and PKS [37]. In this configuration a complete knowledge of the world was provided.
We note that the system in this case suffers from long planning times caused by con-
sidering knowledge of the entire scene. Furthermore, this setting excludes dynamic and
non-deterministic tasks.
Considering the PL + Ex + M setting, the robot is able to complete all the tasks
correctly, as it is possible to manage the non-deterministic nature of the tasks in this
case. An example of the detection and monitoring capacity is shown in the first row of
Figure 4.
A limitation of this setting concerns the management of failures due to the inability
to predict the correct sequence of the goals.
Finally, the complete configuration of the framework is taken into consideration,
PL + Ex + M + GPr. In this setting tasks are decomposed and executed dynamically,
identifying in real time different ways to complete a task. A direct consequence of this
greater flexibility, as can be seen in Table 2, is the improvement of the accuracy on the
successful execution of the tasks.
An example is shown at the bottom row of Figure 4. In this case the task is to find,
grab and bring the brush to the technician. Based on experience, the seq2seq system
first suggests on(brush, table).
The goal fails, as another object is found (on(spraybottle, table) detected). At this
point the possibility of recovery using seq2seq comes into play. The execution monitor
takes the second proposal (regarding the first goal to be achieved) made by the seq2seq-
based proposal system, namely on(brush, ladder).
7 Conclusions
We have presented an approach to vision based deep execution monitor for a robot
assistive task. Both the idea and the realization are novel and promising. The experiment
with the humanoid robot created at the High Performance Humanoid Technologies Lab
(H2T) have proved that the framework proposed works as far as the specific tasks are
considered and as far as the high level actions are taken into account. Weak elements of
the approach are the ability of the robot to search the environment, which should cope
with the limitation of vision at distances greater than 2.5 mt. We are currently facing
this problem by modeling search with deep reinforcement learning, so that the robot
can optimize its search of objects and relations.
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